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The Corporation of the Town of  

HERITAGE COMMITTEE AGENDA

September 20, 2017 @ 6:00 PM 
Town Hall Boardroom, 30 King Street East 

Item  Title/Description 
Recommended Action / 

Attachment 
Draft 
Motion 

1  CALL TO ORDER 

2  ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 

3  HEALTH SAFETY & WELLNESS 

4  DISCLOSURE OF PECUNIARY INTEREST & THE GENERAL NATURE THEREOF 

5  PUBLIC QUESTION/COMMENT 

6  DEPUTATIONS 

7  REPORTS/NEW BUSINESS

Ferncliff Property Designation Update  Update 

Heritage Registry (sample attached)  Update 

Designation Bylaws  Update 

Elizabeth Barnett  Discussion 

8  CORRESPONDENCE 

MINUTES OF COMMITTEE (ADOPTION) 

10  MEMBERS OF THE PRESS QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS 

11  ADJOURNMENT 


Town of Gananoque – Municipal Register of Cultural Heritage Properties



(The Ontario Heritage Act requires that the Register include all properties that are protected by the municipality (Section 29) or by the Minister of Culture (Section 34.5).



		No.

		Legal Description

		Owner’s Name and Address

		Statement of Cultural Heritage Value or Interest

		By-law No. 

		Registered on Title



		A1

		Town Hall 

		Owner:  The Corporation of the Town of Gananoque



Address:  30 King Street East



Lot A, Plan 86, East of the Gananoque River



Roll No. 092103006000300-0000

		The reason for the designation of the building mentioned in the annexed By-law 76-13 of The Corporation of the Town of Gananoque as a property of historic or architectural value or interest are as follows:

1. It is an example of early 19th century architecture.

2. It has associations with the founding families of Gananoque.

		76-13

		Ins. # 81374

(July 6, 1976)



		

		

		

		

		

		



		2

		Public Library

		Current Owner:  Town of Gananoque



Address:  10 King Street East



Lot A, Plan 86, East of the Gananoque River



Roll No. 092102004502700-0000

		The reason for the designation of the building mentioned in the annexed By-law 76-13 of The Corporation of the Town of Gananoque as a property of historic or architectural value or interest are as follows:

1. It is an example of early 19th century architecture.

2. It has associations with the founding families of Gananoque.

		1976-13





		



Ins. # 81374

(July 6, 1976)



		

		

		

		

		

		



		3

		Old Post Office

		Owner:  Larry Steacy



Address:  110 Stone Street South



Lot 14, Block O, East of the Gananoque River, Plan 86



Roll No. 092102004502600

		Historic and architectural value or interest.

		1978-20

		Ins. # 100079

(May 17, 1978)



		

		

		

		

		

		



		4

		Clock Tower

		Owner:  The Corporation of the Town of Gananoque



Address:  Stone Street South



Part of Block O, East of the Gananoque River, Plan 86 



Roll No. 092102004502000-0000

		Historic and architectural value or interest.

		1978-21

		Ins. # 100078

(May 17, 1978)



		

		

		

		

		

		



		5

		Old Foundry

		Owner:  Rulaman Development Corporation



Address:  9-15 King Street East



Lot 1027A, Block N, East of the Gananoque River, Plan 86 



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		Historic and architectural value or interest.

		1979-3

		Ins. # 106213

(January 9, 1979)



		

		

		

		

		

		



		6

		Bandshell – Town (McDonald) Park

		Owner:  The Corporation of the Town of Gananoque



Address:  30 King Street East



Lot A, Lot 1009, East of the Gananoque River, Plan 86 



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		Designer: William Rees 1869-1959, Born Cincinatti, Ohio, arrived Gananoque in 1888, Gold Medallist, baritone horn; band leader, 1888-1902, 1908-11, 1915-19; inventor; engineer



Year Built: 1922



Builder: Mitchell and Wilson, General Contractors.



The band-shell is octagonal in plan 24' in span of parallel sides, having a suspended concrete floor 4' above grade supported by granite masonry faced solid plinth walls sloping outward 12".

The corners of this octagon base work continue upwards forming octagonal piers for the columns in the same rusticated granite, the arises of which on the segment lines continue unbroken. The base masonry deftly blends into the column piers such that the tapering decreases in severity to the top of piers approximately 4' above the band-shell floor. The internal 3 sides of the column piers have been cement rendered and painted black. 

Column piers are joined by cement plastered masonry walls 10" thick painted white both sides surmounted by a 2x12 concrete coping painted black. Top of coping is 2' above concrete deck.

The 8 columns are octagonal gracefully straight-tapered (no entasis) of laid up pine, and sit on a  concrete 2" plinth 12" in width. Column height is 8' including plinth and projecting octagonal capital. The shafts are painted white; the plinths black.

A connecting beam joins the centres of the columns and is exposed 1" on the interior of the shell, and 5" high x 6" wide as a box form on the exterior. This member is also painted white.

The band-shell ceiling forms a sounding board. It projects nearly 4' from centre line of columns to eave edge rising in that distance 1" to the edge. The ceiling continues inward, initially gently descending, in an horizontal parabolic curve from 12' above floor at eave to a drop point 8' above floor at centre. Ceiling boarding is i" thick tongue and groove nominal 3" wood laid normal (rt. angles) to the centre of each octagonal panel. The drop point is slightly larger than the electrical octagon box and porcelain receptacle built into it.

The ceiling boarding may be cedar and may have originally been spar varnished to maximize its reflectancy. Today it is painted a flat mid tan brown.

The sounding board ceiling of the band-shell is one of its most important features providing exceptionally fine acoustics and sound projection, a tribute to its designer.

The band floor is accessed from the NW side by a concrete flight of 6 risers of 8" and 5 treads flanked by solid cheek walls of the stone masonry, unrendered, level with the underside of balustrade coping, but having ho coping. The concrete is everywhere in excellent condition saving a 16" missing section of balustrading connecting the north stair cheek.

The roof eave edge moulding consists of a 4" white painted pine cyma recta with bottom fillet, over which eave edge shingle tin projects 3/4".

The roof rises gently at an angle of 10° from eave to column/beam centre line and then rises in a concave or sleigh curve an additional 2'-6" to a tapered white painted flaghole with halyard 10' high. Roofing is currently black asphalt shingles.

The stone masonry of the band-shell is local pink granite (now somewhat weathered and soiled and appearing principally charcoal grey from a distance}. The mortar was originally a yellowish beach sand lime mortar~ but extensive patching has used portland hard grey mortar. The granite units are 80S in

the 8" to 12" size (h or w), not roughly squared, and laid in random bond, with deep set raked joints. The overall effect is similar to Adirondack rustic work of the same era, the bond pattern more like Muskoka granite work, however.

The base line of the structure is separated from the park lawn by a 4' wide green painted asphalt apron following the octagonal sides.

		1992-32

		Ins. # 236302

(November 19, 1992)



		

		

		

		

		

		








		No.

		Legal Description

		Owner’s Name and Address

		Statement of Cultural Heritage Value or Interest

		By-law No. 

		Registered on Title



		7

		Single Family Dwelling

		Past Owner’s: Joel Stone, William Stone McDonald, Frederick Fairman



Owner:  



Address:  11 Church Street



Part lots 1043,1044 and 1045, being Part 3 on 28R-1096, Plan 86



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		This white clapboard timber-framed dwelling sits on an L-shaped lot on the east side of Church Street, a street graced with several architecturally important dwellings. Church Street is situate on a prominent point in the St. Lawrence River, an area first deeded in the late 18th century.

The lot was part of a land grant in 1797 to Joel Stone and was passed in 1853 to his grandson, Wrn. Stone McDonald. Both families were of importance in the founding and development of Gananoque (witness John McDonald House 1831, now the Town Hall).

Abstracts of deeds and mortgaging do not substantiate that the home seen today was that which may have existed on the site on or before the property transfer of 1853, although stylistically the home could belong to such date.

More likely a record of mortgage to Frederick Fairman in 1865 in the amount of $1,300.00 suggests this year as being a reasonable date for construction, two aspects of detail suggesting an earlier origin notwithstanding (see below).

The style of the house is Regency in character with its side hall plan and entrance, and balanced placement of 6/6 divided pane sash at upper and lower storeys. While it is gable fronted, there are none of the details suggesting the Greek Revival style of the 1830-60 era; -there are no returned eaves onto the facade; the raking gable cornice board is narrow rather than broad; window architraves are plain, unmoulded and unarticulated; the chamfered watertable is of 8" dimension instead of 11" or 12”, and lacks a separate projecting drip. Elements such as beaded corner boarding and adjustable shutters common to all styles are here.very chastely executed.

The dwelling sits on a lot sloping almost a full storey from W to E, and reveals a stone foundation of site-quarried stone roughly coursed and squared in Scots random bond. This foundation originally contained servants living quarters and scullery. A kitchen wing in board and batten extends from this foundation and is two storeys in height. The lowest or cellar level of this extension housed the kitchen, in which (now closed off at top) is still to be seen the winding narrow wood cellar stair to first floor.

A second cellar stair, straight run, accesses the main building cellar. The style of both stairs is definitely more reminiscent of construction in the region of 1840's date. The latter stair has an elegant simple hardwood railing and tapered square newel with sloping (not plumb) square, widely spaced hardwood pickets half-dapped into the stair's free stringer. There are similar stairs in historically designated buildings in Pittsburgh Township not far distant.

The kitchen wing retains original battens on its north face. These are coved at each side. Battens on the other two elevations are rectangular replacements. Paint lines reveal missing beaded corner boards once in situ. 

The pine clapboarding of the principal house is narrow and well gauged between upper and lower windows.

The external winter vestibule at the front entrance is an element of great charm and enriches this otherwise pristine dwelling. It is of more elaborate and detailed design typical of the 1870's, but has anomalies that place its likely date of origin into the next decade. The. central screen door has curved corner brackets (1880's +) that repeat the curved heads of the flanking 1 over 1 paned fixed sash. Each side of the vestibule contains a pair of matching fixed sash, all of which are silled above diagonally vee-boarded dwarf apron walls. Corner and divisional posting of this little structure have bevelled edge chamfering thumbed out above and below sills and also midway above sills to ceiling. This second "row" of stopping does not relate to the window muntins, suggesting an 1880's date on this whimsical lack of co-ordination and other internal woodwork features.

The vestibule is very similar to many prefabricated housings that were designed with hook fasteners for removal in the clement seasons. While this one is definitely now permanently fixed in place, there are clues that it once may have been demountable: its panel sizes; the 3-way hipped roof lacks step and cloak flashing onto and under the clapboarding; the main facade clapboards pass through behind the vestibule wall stops. Additionally the existing concrete floor would have been of wooden plank in the first instance (or gravel or flagstone), concrete coming into use ca. 1900, and the housing sits on this plinth.

The first storey (principal) consists of two large rooms separated by an extremely wide flat arch having moulded wood jamb and head trim. A pantry is situate behind the main staircase. The stair to second floor is of pine tread, riser and stringer construction, has red walnut hand railing, hardwood turned newel and well turned black walnut balusters. The first storey room in the kitchen wing has narrow cottage ceiling slopes along the north and south margins and may have been the 1860's dining room. A modern north window has been added to this room, and sliding doors on the south side have been added leading to a very sympathetically designed Wood deck having lattice enclosure below to grade.

The south side of the principal is without a single window. Modern twin chimneys are located proud of this wall.

A picket fence with turned gate and corner posts encloses a kitchen garden on the north side, and is significant as an example of mannerly design enhancing a period dwelling.

Curiously, the lot has no dependency (town barn, stable, carriage house or garden shed}. An outbuilding immediately adjacent on the south, of similar design may have pertained to this dwelling - depending on the lot line history admittedly - or one like it may have existed in the NW quadrant.

The residence at 11 Church Street is worthy of designation on both stylistic and historic grounds. It is fortunate to have survived with little modification.

		1992-40

		Ins. # 237511

(January 4, 1993)



		

		

		

		

		

		



		8

		Single Family Dwelling

		Past Owner: John MacDonald, Dr. James A. McCammon



Owner:  



Address:  145 Stone Street South at Spruce Alley



The South Halves of Lots 61 and 62, Plan 86 East side of the Gananoque River



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		The property has had an interesting history since the second recorded deed transfer in 1835. Dwellings on this lot have housed owners or tenants that shaped not only the town's history, but that of Canada West.

The residence seen today results from a literal architectural merger of early and late Victorian structures. The earlier building can still be seen with a gabled facade on Spruce Alley facing south and, perhaps, the ell parallel to Spruce Alley, facing east. The entrance to this dwelling, however, faced Stone Street, but has been overlapped and swallowed by the later major building phase. This early dwelling is characterized by roof lines of 30° pitch and return eaves. The design of this building was that of the Upper Canada version of the Greek Revival style, and included narrow clapboarding, operable shutters, broad corner boarding, watertable board and drip, and balanced 6/6 double hung sash fenestration.

During the merger, the early house was reclad with coved siding, had major fenestration changes made to its west facade, - a second storey bracketed and roofed dormer; a triple window and on the south facade, a first storey rectangular projecting and roofed bay window all in the "new" style. Interestingly however, the second floor windows of the south gabled face were left unaltered, showing their original form with shutters removed but no added embellishment. It was as if the owner wanted to leave a small area of the original building for posterity to see.

The early dwelling portion surviving may date from 1840-42, the time of a sale by John MacDonald for the sum of L1250 in the latter year. The period of later construction and of the major building elements now fronting onto Stone Street is definitely of late Victorian vintage, and the abstract data suggests a date of 1894 + when the property was purchased by Dr. James A. McCammon for $3,400.00. Certainly, the design features are commensurate with an 1890's date. Both building periods should be able to de defined to a nicety by municipal records and tax roll data.

Late Victorian architecture is often difficult to label stylistically, for this was an exuberant, even flamboyant era of eclecticism in residential design. The term "Bastard Victorian" was coined decades ago in an attempt to describe this free mixing of styles. One notices several features in this building which point up its whimsical interplay of styles:

1. The principal facade has elements of the earlier (1840's) Italianate Villa revival style - in the twin projecting full height almost tower-like bays. The north element projects 3' and houses the entrance including a semicircular portico. The south bay, separated at eave line from the former by only inches, projects only half as much, but matches the north bay in detail and has paired and decorated windows at first and second storeys.

2. Both projections are surmounted by matching steep mansard gables having hipped rooflets - a nice blending of French and Dutch stylistic elements.

3. The portico is balustraded above and accessed as a balcony by a pair of mannerist doors having three quarter glazed panels with arced corners top and bottom.

4. The main entrance consists of a truly classical 6 paneled door flanked however by sidelights which are lead carved diamond paned, and surmounted by a fanlight paned arched transome light.

5. This entrance composition is framed by two heavily grooved {fluted) engaged pilasters or antae, each sub supported by machine decorated drop but flat "brackets". * This date has not yet been substantiated and further research may well place the building fronting onto Stone Street considerably earlier than 1894+.

6. The fenestration is everywhere achieved to provide charm and delight. This involves eccentric placement (north elevator gabled ell); various sizes used in attic lights and roofed dormer and dormer lights; multiple groupings; projecting oriel lights {semi hexagonal in plan or boxed rectangular), and bay windows.

7. All windows are marked by the use of controlled and matching machine-detailed ornamentation. The design of this labeling and other trim makes constant use of groove lines, striations and counter sunk circular "dotting". This is the ornamentation of the industrial revolution,  machined work employing power driven routers; jig, coping and band saws; square corner mortice cutters; drill presses and the like.

8. One can see in the motifs used, vestiges of the earlier Egyptian revival (the curved angel wing motif) of Queen Anne features and Tudor half timbering (notably in corner and band boarding). Some elements such as decorative cornice band boarding of the mansards at soffit junctions anticipate the Adirondack stick style then 20 years into the future. These employ cut out rectilinear relief paneling.

9. An eave window on the north elevation is one of the more elaborate design elements. This feature window pierces the eave line and is set out by heavy full-cheek brackets which are strongly articulated by cope sawing and applied and incised decoration. A gable complete with returning eaves surmounts this element. A matching window was inserted into the west face of the original building.

10. The most pronounced elements of the new construction occur on the south elevation. One is a two storey projecting oriel, 3-light half-hexagonal in plan at first floor and boxed rectangular form bay above. Both elements are crowned by large-scaled coved and oversailing eave soffits at each storey. A hipped roof bay window was added to the original building first storey, south face {below the untouched windows referred to above).

11. All new and inserted fenestration employs the articulated lintels and jamb base ornaments. Frequently lintels are elaborated with triple upstand or key elements employing routered dot and line designs.

The 1890's composition is interesting in the deliberate juxtaposition in the massing of disparate geometric shapes and elements and steep pitch roof forms. This exuberance ensures that the building quite self-consciously proclaims itself to the passerby as the possession and creation of owners who have achieved earthly success. Indeed this building is a wonderful example of the "triumph” of eclecticism over classicism and is worthy of preservation as a representation of the then new age

of the machine and the breakaway from hand crafted ornamentation.



Additional Text Concerning Some Interior Features of 145 Stone Street



12. Many interior features reflect the prowess of machine crafted detail seen on the exterior, but in a suitably more refined manner.



(i) Southwest parlour fireplace: The surround for this salt glazed brick-faced wood/coal fireplace employs three-hardwood specie as it rises from mantle to high over-mantle above a bevelled glass plate mirror. Two similarly mirrored narrow side panels to the main 'facade' provide two intermediate whatnot shelves supported by turned colonettes, finials and railing. The hearth lintle and over-mantle entablature have central horizontal carved motifs. These and some leaf form arrisal carvings on the mantle-supporting antae have unquestionably been completed by handwork, whereas virtually all other features, and there are plenty of them, have employed machine tools. The antae referred to are wholely Victorian in concept, are composite and include eleven distinct assemblages from plinth to abacus that defy easy description. One is put in mind of fanciful wall paintings at Pompeii of similar architectural constructs. The cast iron draught screen has an ornamented panel set cartouche-like in a black iron framing with proud footed brass rod lift screen railing. The mantle breasting consists of five inset bollection-moulded panels featuring in each book-matched grain. A very curious and tooth-like dentilling dresses both mantle trailing edges and central mirror casing.

(ii) The front parlour's entrance is a pair of 2/3 full glazed hardwood doors having recessed figured wood panels in the lower 1/3 similar to the fireplace mantle breasting, repeats the doors to the main entrance balcony with radiused corners to the lights. The transome to this opening is wood infilled, instead of being glazed.

(iii) The interior vestibule door at main entrance has eleven bevelled glass panes, eight of which are halves, quarters and eighths of the centre pane and surround it. Full glazed sidelights flank this door. There is no continuity between this screen and the front entrance beyond, nor with the pair of fifteen paned pocket doors between parlour and dining room, emphasizing the eclectism in style employed in this dwelling.

(iv) A second floor bedroom has a stone surround and mantle, of the arched opening type with forward coal grate. This style was very popular enjoying a vogue from circa 1830 - 1910. Frequently of  slate painted and lacquered in "faux marbre" or to mimic other exotic material, this surround style was also reproduced in various true marbles, concrete, plaster, sandstone and limestone. This unit may be a survivor of the earlier house, reemployed. 

(v) Skirting boards, architraves, other surrounds, and stair casing all show the freedom of expression mill machinery brought to case and millwork. Indeed in this era most wood finish items could be ordered from catalogues, and the principal staircase newel illustrates the piling on of detail the new freedom made possible - traditional mouldings are stacked in layers 5, 4 and 9 high as base, annular and capital mouldings (unheard of in the classical eras); shaft arises are chamfered, thumbed out, and the left-over arise notched for good measure; turned roundels are applied as bulls eyes to plain surfacing, as are routered flutes almost as if nothing exceeding 21 inches must be left plain. The newel is finally capped with a pillow block on top of which is a lozenge ready to receive a bronze figure holding aloft a torch lamp (almost universally employed but here, mercifully, not). Balustrade turned spindles again emphasize lathe spooling and deliberately avoid classical shaping.

In summation, this is the architecture of the successful Victorian middle class. It required ‘help’ to keep it

polished and clean, and within a generation became referred to as "dust catcher design". This epithet was perhaps more applicable to the accessories and textiles that rounded out the taste of the era, - overstuffed and buttoned settees, chairs and chaises longues in every conceivable fabric;

antimacassars and shawls as surface protectors; brocaded and tassled pelmets, drapery and sound curtains; bewildering displays of travel and family curios; chandeliers, sconces and torcheres; mats, carpets and rugs both domestic and foreign, often layered, - the total presentation being intended as a social proclamation of success.

The industrial revolution made not only the acquisition of wealth by some easier, but the accumulation of hosts of things at affordable prices available to most. 

In less than a generation the Great War put an end to the era of excess. The modern movement stressed simplicity and clarity of form, and easy access to servants disappeared, for these persons enjoyed improved livelihoods through industry and education and joined the mainstream.

Today the Victorian era and its trappings is enjoying a revival as a yearning for what is perceived to have been more stable and romantic receives expression in a period governed by the computer.

While one will never again see 145 Stone Street encumbered as it was when newly furnished and rebuilt, it is perhaps important that as an example of its genre its current custodians be lauded for their commendable work in aid of its conservation.

Although descriptions of designation seldom include interior features, sufficient items here have survived intact to make these paragraphs relevant for those interested in this dwelling in the future. They need not have the same importance as the exterior descriptive text, but can remain as 'snapshots in time', and not form part of the legal designation wording.

		1992-41

		Ins. # 237512

(January 4, 1993)



		

		

		

		

		

		



		9

		Single Family Dwelling

		Owner:  



Address:  120 King Street West



Lot A, Plan 170, West of the Gananoque River 



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		This heavy timber-framed dwelling is situate on the North side at 120 King Street West, Kings Hwy. 2. There is considerable information in abstract concerning the ownership and transfer of the property on which this building sits covering the years 1798 to 1988.

The building has been altered externally and internally in the following ways:

1. The exterior is wrapped in metal siding and coverings of recent age, which effectively conceal earlier fabrics except where these can be glimpsed inside a 20th century single car garage addition in the NE quadrant.

2. A picture window has been inserted in the SW room first floor, W wall.

3. A Victorian era bay window similarly inserted in the same wall of the NW room.

4. A huge mass of the West fireplace and chimney tower approximately 7'x8' was removed from the centre meeting of the SW and NW first floor rooms, eliminating two back-to-back fireplaces. A three centered arch complete with inset columns was added at this division between the rooms. The quasi-Tuscan style of this full width arch suggests a date 1860-80. The floor was patched with matching width pine boarding, cut lines clearly showing where the hearth/fireplace/flue mass had been.

5. The fireplaces directly above in the SW and NW bedrooms have been correspondingly altered: - the SW hearth has become a large open arched alcove complete with wood moulding trim very 1860's in character. The NW bedroom has had the fireplace opening plastered over. As the West chimney still shows above roof, a portion of the masonry and flues may remain either side of the alcove and covered opening, ·Supported by second floor framing.

6. There have been alterations to closets and passage doors either side of all fireplaces at both upper storeys of the house. Half of these remain in original state, the modifications1 to the balance are easy to see as is the original form (shelf ledging still in place, eg.).

7. The kitchen, scullery and servants quarters occupied the basement. The main cooking bay fireplace is still intact and functional, its adjacent bake oven was destroyed in this century, but there is a large remnant to be seen.

8. Basement windows, of casement type set in deep reveals in the thick stone foundation, were unusually large. These have been blocked in crudely, but one pair of these casements survives in the garage E wall.

9. An enclosed front porch across the facade replaces the original centre portico, the deck and beaded board soffit of which remains. This stub-columned porch may date from 1880's, looks like 1910 work, but a similar porch is evident in the 1860 photograph (1).

10. The facade second storey windows were originally 3 in number, centered over openings below and were much shorter than other windows, same floor, with stools at floor line and heads tucked below eave soffit. The central one was enlarged to a 'gothic• angled top unit complete with gable in the last 100 years, - the flanking windows have been sided over.

11. An 1860 photograph is quite clear and shows the summer kitchen wing to have been storey and a half with one dorter window, west roof slope, and south half. The west face of this wing had 6/6 sash flanking a centrally placed door and stoop. The south window and door stoop survive. Two fires "reduced" this wing, which was not full width E/W (20th ce. garage later infilled the NE corner), such that it now projects approximately half the distance north (old foundation of. original N wall is in situ) and the loft has disappeared, evidently in a fairly recent event. Curiously the remaining dwarf walls of the loft were left in situ and.wrapped with metal cladding, looking for all the world like thick fins.

12. The garage is very poorly built, consisting of a much damaged poured concrete east wall and framing across to the summer kitchen. The remaining cellar below the summer kitchen is earth floored, was a vegetable or root cellar.  The garage shows summer kitchen cladding was board and batten (battens not articulated}, and provides a view of thin pine 7" clapboarding, with weather, of approximately 6" (rather wide).

13. The N end of second storey hall was a blanket and linens closet in whole or in part. This has been largely taken over by a modern bathroom, and has a new gable with a pair of small modern windows. Originally there was most likely a small window at floor line as at the opposite end.

14. Shutters were employed on most windows (1860 Photo)

The above list suggests considerable change; but this would be misleading. A good deal of cohesive work remains.

The foundation and two chimney masses; timber post and beam framing; much joisting and principal roof framing are apparently original work. The basement floor was once wood plank on sleepers. Walls and ceilings were completely plastered on wood lath (curiously, sawn lath!). Basement frames, doors, window reveals, cheeks, surviving casements; size of openings, artifacts, all suggest very early date of construction.

Throughout the house, vertical 2 paneled doors survive almost everywhere (simply boasted panels, very plain bolection moulds) and match one another in style and workmanship whether passage, entrance, service, closet or cupboard doors. Architraves have a plain character as do skirting boards, and there is no doubt that all were made by the same hand. The strong impression is that they were made on site. A fair amount of feather wood graining survives. It, like the finish carpentry, is primitive. There are at least 5 partial refenestrations evident.

The plan is centre hall with 4 principal rooms originally at first and second storeys~ the summer kitchen of 2 or more rooms extending north and in line with the west wall main house. Roof ridge, principal, is E/W; ridge of summer kitchen wing was N/S. Main entrance was centre S.

In 1860 the lot had two barns to the north (axis N/S); a large cupola to the west with tall centre flagpole; a dug well and privy. The access lane to the north buildings was on the east side N/S. A two tier paling fence surrounded the lot in 1860.

Originally, the three floors had not less than 9 fireplaces, one oven, one thimble-accessed stove flue (NE room second floor), and possibly a stovepipe or flue in the summer kitchen. This is a singular number of fireplace openings for any house of such modest size in Upper Canada. Of the hearths, or 6 survive (two are believed concealed).

Dating of the house cannot be ascertained yet. If the house is a reconstruction in the 1850's, it was very humbly finished, and expensively heated (1). The primitiveness is pronounced compared to many dwellings in Gananoque dating from 1830-40.  On the other hand, major features suggest settlement era construction and the primitiveness of various elements then seems to be relevant. The hardware employed is not primitive, is unusual (J. Young patented pendulum latch mortice locks; plate lock), and needs research.

The dwelling is worthy of designation architecturally for a host of reasons and historically given the first half dozen owners of the lot, and their significance in and to the early decades of this province.

This residence should be researched much more thoroughly. Dr. M. Angus suggests Queen's Archives be examined for Joel Stone papers and records, and the writer recommends careful examination of the fabrics and recording of the work by measured drawings.

		1993-04

		Ins. # 239953

(April 14, 1993)



		

		

		

		

		

		



		10

		St. John the Evangelist Roman Catholic Church

		Owner:  



Address:  262 Stone Street South



Lots 637 and 638, Plan 86, East of the Gananoque River

Save and except the southerly 3 feet of even width throughout of lot 638 as described in previous inst.# 7305 



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		In summary then the Church of St. John the Evangelist, Gananoque is considered architecturally significant for the following reasons:

· As a tine example of the mature work of one of Canada's finest 19th century architects;

· For Connolly's integration of texture, massing, the combination of elements and iconography which provide much visual richness and symbolic meaning;

· For the quality of the stonework combining intricately carved elements and rubbed work with rock faced ashlar to create visual interest and a Norman ( Romanesque) sensibility;

· For the patterned dichromatic slate roof which turns the large roof areas into a vast mosaic;

· For the integrity with which the whole exterior, as conceived by Connolly has thus far survived.

		2000-23

		Ins. # 308262

(December 6, 2000)
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		Former Provincial Hotel

		Owner:  



Address:  98 King Street East



Lot 10, Plan 86, East of the Gananoque River, being Part 1 on 28R-5737



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		Designated as being of architectural and historical value.
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		Roger’s House

		Owner:  



Address:  161 King Street East



Lot 46, Plan 86, East of the Gananoque River



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		Evaluation I Reasons for Designation:

It is recommended that this building be designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act as being of Architectural and Historical Significance for the following reasons:

· It is a fine example of Queen Anne style residential architecture and the only representative of this style within the commercial core of Gananoque. The complex roof and plan form; the variety of window shapes and the quality and range of materials distinguish this composition.

· It is the last remaining residence within the commercial blocks unique both for its architecture and setback;

· It is associated with the locally influential Rogers family;

· It retains elements recycled from the original Roman Catholic Church which occupied this site for almost 50 years prior to the construction of the Rogers House.

· The exterior exhibits high integrity having survived to date remarkably intact.

Character -defining elements:

· Complex roof and plan form incorporating gables, hips and projecting bays;

· Skillful use of a wide range of materials and decorative elements including: the coursed local stone recycled from the former Roman Catholic church at the foundation; the cut Kingston limestone for accent features such as sills, stringcourses and lintels; the dense gauged brick of the general walling pointed in a pigmented mortar; the frieze and panels at the bay window in terra cotta; the relief around the window openings, at stringcourse and chimneys in moulded brick; the bracketed eaves with moulded cornice gutter above.

· The range of fenestration thoughtfully integrated into the design including the large bay windows with stained glass transoms; the arched windows of the second storey of the facade and the retention of original wood sash throughout.
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		Stone’s Mills (Cliffe Craft)

		Owner:  



Address:  185 Mill Street 



Lots 1017 to 1021, Plan 86 West of the Gananoque River



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		The property, situated along the west bank of the Gananoque River just north of where it empties into the St. Lawrence River, was part of the extensive lands granted to the founder of Gananoque, Captain Joel Stone, U.E.L. The two linked masonry structures which together comprise the former factory, now known municipally as 185 Mill Street, have been a fixture of the Gananoque waterfront since, at least, the last quarter of the 19th  century with the stone structure likely pre-dating the mid 19th century. Stone's Mills and subsequent associated enterprises became the catalyst for Gananoque's growth.

In recent times the buildings have served as the factory for Cliffe Craft, a local boat building company, whose motor boats became well known in Eastern Ontario and northern New York State between the 1960's and the 1980's.

The following outlines the reasons for Designation:

· As a good surviving example of industrial architecture and its evolution in the mid to late 19th  century with the stone building in particular exhibiting unusually fine features for a building of its type suggesting the prominence of its original owner;

· As an excellent representative of the industrial heritage of Gananoque (its original raison d'etre) and its development at the confluence of the Gananoque River and the St. Lawrence. The buildings housed many important industries including E.E. Abbot's pioneering foundry, the nascent Steel Company of Canada and, most importantly, Link Manufacturing. The association with Link and the manufacture of the Link trainers is a theme of international significance.

· As a visual landmark, since at least the 1870's, as viewed from the mouth of the Gananoque River, a scene continuously depicted in published engravings and photos from that time until the present.

Character-defining elements:

· General multi-bay longitudinally orientated form of both structures under parapeted shallow gable roofs;

· The fenestration, i.e., paired multi-paned wooden sash of both structures;

· The stonework of the more northerly structure combining the general rubble coursing with cut stone accent elements including the voussoired arches at door and window openings, the window sills, quoins, parapet caps and console type corbels at the base of the parapets;

· The I stonework of the foundation of the more southerly structure combining random rubble coursing with cut stone quoins;

· The brick work of the southerly structure including the composite rowlock arches;

· Particular evidence of their early industrial functions such as the loading bay openings and 1pulley arm extending from the upper door of the stone structure.

· Its setting down to the Gananoque River and as viewed from the river mouth.
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		Skinner House 

(Sleepy Hollow Bed & Breakfast)

		Owner:  Don and Mary Matthews



Address:  95 King Street West 



Lots 1041,lot 1042 and Part lot 1043, Plan 86



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

Exterior

95 Kings St. W. is a highly animated, asymmetrical composition that takes advantage of its corner lot with a multi-sided corner tower with a conical top surmounted by a finial, numerous gables which are also topped by finials, a huge variety of window shapes and glazing bars, and porches and verandahs supported with Tuscan columns and enclosed by inverted basket-handle rails that create a playful contrast of light and shade.

Constructed and clad with wood, the basic clapboard exterior offers a pleasing contrast to areas of intense ornament. Pressed metal panels are employed in a manner that replicates more traditional wood and terra cotta detailing, such as a fascia below the eaves (decorated with low-relief garlands), while window-sized rectangular panels enrich blank walls much in the manner of stained glass (but allowing a solid wall on the interior, Figures 14-16). Additional ornament of wood includes urn-topped supports for rails, or keystone-shapes in the surrounds of l'oeil de boeuf windows-both round and oval (the oval window, which illuminates the mid-stair landing, is the most elaborate stained glass window in the building.

The narrow, principal elevation faces Kings St. W., with the secondary fa9ade arranged to create a pleasant composition for the less prominent Church Street (west) elevation. The west elevation is quite a jumble of different window openings and angles, but was not intended to have a prominent prospect.



Interior

Passing through the vestibule with its exterior and interior oak and glass double doors, one is greeted by a spatially dramatic entrance hall and stair. Physically and visually the entrance area gives direct access to what was deemed the public spaces in the early 20th century-the double parlour on the right and the dining room past the stair. Appropriately, for the level of ornament and public visibility (as well as original integrity}, these spaces are included for interior designation.

These rooms are all richly appointed with oak (painted in parlour) for the doors, window frames, stair rail, wainscot, and built-in benches, while the ceilings are covered by decorative pressed tin (with each space having a different pattern). The commanding oak and bevelled glass doors set with equally elaborate hardware ensure a dramatic entry to the entrance hall and stair. This space also has some of the finest stained glass windows in the house-the richest of which being an oval pictorial composition at the mid-stair landing. For the convenience of visitors, a well-appointed cloakroom was also incorporated into the stair structure (complete with stained glass window for light and privacy), located a half flight down towards the basement.

The dining room continues the decorative impulse of the entrance hall, with the rich atmosphere created by oak wainscot-incised with a groove at the top to allow the convention of displaying valued plates for additional ornamental impact. Whereas dining rooms tend to be long rectangles, at 95 King St. W. the octagonal shape of the chamber is somewhat unusual, with three of the equally proportioned walls filled by windows (part of a two-storey bay on the east elevation). The play of differently shaped rooms is a theme throughout the house, with almost all rooms featuring irregular walls or ceilings.

The double parlour is divided by a partial screen formed by paired Ionic columns and Ionic pilasters set on a low wall. More diminutive, tiered Ionic columns flank the elaborate mantels in each section of the parlour. Each half of the parlour is spatially distinct that adjacent to the entrance hall has an angled visual pull towards the corner tower, while the rear portion (opposite the stair and dining room entrance) has an expansive feel from the wide ellipse of the bow window. In the 19th and early 20th centuries, parlours were typically considered a womanly domain (whether the residents treated it that way or not), and features such as the extra heat from two hearths, ample light for needle crafts, plaster walls instead of panelling, and the feminine connotations of the Ionic order, underscored the gender reference.

Past these front rooms were the private family areas. On the ground floor is the semi-private study (at the time it could also be called library or office), and kitchen, pantry and servant areas (including the back/servant stair). The second floor contained the four family and additional servant bedrooms (albeit set well to the rear). The concept of the entrance and stair hall giving access to all the principal rooms on the ground floor was replicated at the bedroom level. At the top of the stair is a large space, with ample natural light, that could be used by the family when not dressed to receive people from outside the household (and often used as an unofficial office by the female head of the household where she could be out of sight, but within earshot, of the goings on below).

Originally, the attic was an open space for storage and exercise space for children during inclement weather, but it was divided into apartments in the mid-20th century, with more recent alterations to suit to the operation of bed and breakfast accommodation.



Style

95 King St. W. is an excellent example of the Queen Anne Revival Style- one of the most eclectic of the 19th century styles. Depending on the building or architect, architectural motifs and details could range from English sources from 15th century medievalism to classical inspiration. 95 King St. W. favours the classical side of the Queen Anne Revival Style with its columns and pilasters, low relief garlands and panels (of pressed metal), urn-topped rail posts, and sash, bow and l'oeil de boeuf windows. However, medieval motifs are also represented by the corner tower and oriel windows.

The style favoured asymmetrical design, a wide variety of window styles and shapes on one building, projecting wings, porches, balconies, and high irregular rooflines punctuated by many dormers, gables, and ornamented chimney stacks. Additionally, a wide selection of building materials could be employed, again, often all on the same building. 95 King St. W. has a masterful inclusion of these many varied qualities, yet responds to the challenge of the Queen Anne Revival Style-that of achieving an underlying discipline. Features that added to the complexity, but which have been lost at 95 King St. W., include chimney caps, and more pervasive use of railings with urn-topped posts (no longer present at the front steps, or atop the ground-level bow window of the Church Street (west) elevation.

The construction materials employed for the Queen Anne Revival Style were equally diverse, while red brick was common-often combined with stone or wood trim and panels of sculpted terra cotta, wood construction was also a significant regional variation such as in the Atlantic Provinces, or closer to Gananoque in the United States- particularly in smaller centres or resort architecture. Wood could be clapboard or shingle, and either left to weather naturally or painted a variety of brilliant colours. At 95 King St. W., the current owners have revived the concept of a brilliant palette based on archival and paint analysis of different periods, plus personal preferences.

The interiors of Queen Anne Revival Style houses were usually designed around a stair hall that served as a gathering and greeting foyer with built-in seating areas (situated at landings of often short or meandering flights), and storage cabinets or adjoining cloakrooms. Typically, the stair hall also offered direct access to the principal rooms on the ground level, as well as a generous landing on the floor above. The interior finishes were often as elaborate as the spatial configuration, featuring highly ornamented plasterwork or pressed tin or paper (particularly for ceilings), extensive woodwork, and stained and bevelled glass. 95 King St. W. is a textbook example of this format.

The Queen Anne Revival Style originated in England in the 1860s and 1870s, as a style favoured by the upper-middle class, and soon became popular in the United States. However, the introduction of the style was not common until the 1890s and then ceased to be popular after the First World War. Partly because of this relatively brief period of popularity, and because the style was expensive both in its materials and because it generally required the skill of an architect to effectively coordinate, exuberant examples of the Queen Anne Revival Style such as 95 King St. W., are not common in Gananoque or towns of similar size.
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		Pump House

		Owner:  The Corporation of the Town of Gananoque



Address:  110 Kate Street 



Water lot H5, PT West Side of the Gananoque River, Plan 86



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		STATEMENT OF REASON FOR DESIGNATION

The Gananoque Waterworks Pump House (110 Kate Street), constructed 1903- 05, and an adjoining 1925-26 addition accommodation for a resident engineer, is proposed for designation under the Ontario

Heritage Act for historical, architectural and contextual criteria.

Constructed as Gananoque’s first initiative with municipal waterworks, the building illustrates a major development in the provision of core utility services by the municipality.

The original section, designed by engineer Willis Chipman—an engineer of national significance, and constructed by the Gananoque firm controlled by R.J. Wilson, stands as a leading example of industrial architecture in Gananoque—both for its original function and excellent aesthetic qualities featuring a loose interpretation of the Renaissance revival style with Flemish influences.

The sandstone building is in an excellent state of preservation and there have been very few alterations to the original design. Of note are a number of windows, which remain with their original wood frames and glazing bars.

The building retains its waterfront presence, amongst marina, wharf and boating facilities— many still accommodated in older structures, which are in keeping with the original scale, function and environs of the Pump House.

The designation includes the exterior does not cover the 1955 addition. It also includes parts of the chamber (parallel Kate Street) including the ceiling, the two interior doors and mouldings around the doors and windows.
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		Christ Church (Anglican)

		Owner:  The Corporation of the Town of Gananoque



Address:  30 Church Street 



Lots 518 and 520, Part lot 519, Plan 86



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		STATEMENT OF REASON FOR DESIGNATION

Christ Church, Gananoque (30 Church Street), constructed 1857-58, with tower and spire added in 1880

to the original design, is proposed for designation under the Ontario Heritage Act for historical, architectural and contextual criteria.

Built for, and still of, the Anglican Diocese of Ontario, the structure illustrates the rise of the Church of

England (as the Anglican Church was then known) and, as a result of its location in an enclave of the local elite, Christ Church was well integrated with leading municipal figures. The parish has also had notable involvement with prominent Anglican endeavours, such as the Women’s Auxiliary, the Anglican Young People’s Association, various on-going Scouting activities, and Camp Hyanto—a leading Anglican youth outreach facility in Eastern Ontario.

The design is attributed to the first rector, Rev. John Carroll, and is a leading example of the early Gothic

Revival style in Gananoque. Its form reflects the liturgical design principles of the mid-19th century

Ecclesiological movement that transformed church construction in Britain and its colonies. Constructed predominantly with local sandstone for the walls and wood for the roof structures, there have been few alterations to the church proper and tower. A distinctive feature is the near complete use of triangular-topped windows. Only the most sacred window, above the altar, features the more traditional, but complicated, curved-pointed arch.

The soaring, shingle-clad spire is prominent from the nearby thoroughfare, King Street West, as well as other vantage points in town. Additionally, the building is in keeping with the scale and elaboration of the surrounding buildings—most constructed as mansions in the 19th and early-20th centuries.

The designation covers the exterior of the church—including all windows and the 1910 bell, but does not include the recent non-traditional shingling on the nave, or the adjoining parish hall.
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		Water Street Swing Bridge

		Owner:  The Corporation of the Town of Gananoque



Address:  Water Street over the Gananoque River 



The Bridge which spans the most southerly limit of the Gananoque River, where it flows into the St. Lawrence River, connecting Water Street.



Roll No. 092102004502100-0000

		STATEMENT OF REASON FOR DESIGNATION

The Gananoque Swing Bridge of 1893 is proposed for designation under the Ontario Heritage Act for historical, structural and contextual criteria. The designation encompasses the area within both approaches to the bridge notably the retaining walls and abutments of the east and west shores as well as the riverbed and pier below the bridge.

The bridge was constructed with municipal support by the Thousand Islands Railway, a Rathbun Company subsidiary, to give direct rail access to industry on the east side of the Gananoque River, in particular the large Gananoque Carriage Company-at the time one of the largest manufacturers of  carriages in the Dominion. Located at the mouth of the Gananoque River, the bridge was designed

to rotate horizontally on the limestone-clad central pier and allow passage of tall water craft from the

St. Lawrence. The riveted-steel, single-lane structure also originally accommodated vehicular and pedestrian traffic, which continued after the rail tracks were removed in 1913. The direct intervention by the municipality to guarantee the construction of the structure, illustrates the notable commitment the Town invested in infrastructure for industry in the late 19th century. The construction of the structure is attributed to the Leeds Bridge and Iron Works Ltd., of Gananoque.

A compatible setting for the Swing Bridge is present with the traditional wharf and boating facilities along the shores of the south end of the Gananoque River-many older structures themselves. This environment is in keeping with the original scale, function and environs of the bridge. The approaches to the bridge on either side of the Gananoque River are also consistent with the early history of the bridge, featuring industrial land on the west and residential and visitor accommodation on the east.
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		St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church

		Owner:  The Corporation of the Town of Gananoque



Address:  175 Stone Street South 



Lots 71 to 73, East of the Gananoque River, Plan 86.



Roll No. 081400002041600-0000

		STATEMENT OF REASON FOR DESIGNATION

St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church, Gananoque, 175 Stone Street South, is proposed for designation under the Ontario Heritage Act for historical, architectural and contextual criteria. The central section of the church and tower were built between the years 1851-55 to a design attributed to nationally significant Kingston-based architect William Coverdale, but the existing form dates largely from 1871-87 with the

addition of the initial part of the Parish Hall/Sunday School in 1871 (now called Gracey Hall), the spire in 1875, and the chancel and south and north wings/transepts of the sanctuary in 1886-87 designed by architect Robert Gage, Kingston. The middle section of the Sydenham Street elevation, capped by the central of three gables, was built in 1955 in highly integrated style and materials. 

Built and continuing to serve as a Presbyterian Church, the structure illustrates the leading presence of the faith in the community, and established Stone Street South as an enclave of religious structures in the community.

Constructed with local sandstone and granite detailing, with a wood roof structure, the soaring spire is the tallest in Gananoque and prominent from vantage points in town. Additionally, the building is in keeping with the scale and elaboration of the surrounding buildings-mostly other churches or single-family homes from the 19th century.

The designation covers all of the exterior (although the mid-20th century brick additions on the north side of Gracey Hall are not character defining elements). The designation also covers the 18977 tower bell, all the 19th and early 20th century church windows (chancel, and 1887 non memorial coloured windows-including those of which only a part remains), and the trios of windows on the outer north and south faces of the transepts. Although not formally covered by the designation, special consideration should be extended to the 1871 section of Gracey Hall notably the decorative ceiling and windows (i.e., Sydenham Street and east elevations).
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